REJUVENATE YOUR TANK WITH HONEYWELL GAUGING SOLUTIONS

Enraf® Tank Gauging System
For the highest level of confidence in the usage of tank capacity, choose Honeywell Enraf® Tank Gauging System to protect your investment and peak performance. Backed by ISO quality standards in design, testing, and manufacturing, and legal metrological compliant devices, Honeywell is ensuring you receive reliable solutions for your most demanding process needs.

**WHY CHOOSE HONEYWELL'S ENRAF® TANK GAUGING SOLUTION**

- **Quick System Uptime**
  Reduced downtime for installation and commissioning. Plug the gauge in existing communication loop, configure, and start working.

- **Peace of Mind**
  The extended warranty option allows you to focus on your key tasks instead of getting distracted with potential instrumentation life-cycle issues.

- **Unparalleled Flexibility**
  Configure and troubleshoot. Ease of operation & maintenance. SmartRadar & SmartServo FlexLine technologies to meet a variety of field applications.

- **Leveraging Infrastructure**
  Reduced cable & labor. Use existing cabling and save up to 26% on infrastructure investment.

**Painless Migration**

- No rip-and-replace.
- Use existing power and signal TRL/2 cabling.
- No hot work required.
- Keep existing accessories like temperature sensors and HART™ based pressure transmitters.
- Seamless integration with existing field communication units through proprietary protocols such as TRL/2, serial RS232, or RS485 Modbus RTU.
- Minimal shutdown for installation and commissioning.

The simplest route to high performance

Honeywell’s Enraf SmartRadar FlexLine easily fits existing gauges’ TRL/2 or Modbus communication field buses. With no need to replace the installed cabling, it also seamlessly integrates with the on-site control room interfaces.

Honeywell’s Enraf Tank Farm Gateway CIU 888 can quickly and easily replace the existing vendor’s field communication units and integrate to TRL/2 protocol gauges in the field, complementing the TRL/2 migration solution.
We just don’t emulate

Honeywell’s Enraf® TGS migration solutions are so easy to deploy because they don’t rely on emulating the protocols of obsolete gauges, while using the existing infrastructure for maintenance of replaced gauging systems and communicating accurate measurement data.

Without needing to rely on emulation, migrating users don’t have to worry about requirements such as electrical compatibility between the new gauge and the existing bus or software compatibility with the existing Tank Master system. Enraf® TGS migration solutions help save shutdown cost and time by providing the possibility of remote configuration via the TRL/2 cabling without the need to redirect wires in the control room, sub-station, or at the gauge. This is unparalleled in the world of tank gauging solutions. It’s just another way Honeywell is pioneering innovation in tank gauging, helping you run a safer, more efficient, more reliable, and profitable operation.

Talk to us today to plan your cost-effective route to a better tank gauging and inventory system.

For more details on Honeywell Enraf® Tank Gauging System visit: Honeywell Tank Gauging Solutions.